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Check out Goat\s HOOFNOTES on Page 38
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Read More by Buying the book at: 
https://www.createspace.com/4324392

https://www.createspace.com/4324392
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Draw and color 
what you think 
Dragon found 
in the OTHER 
secret 
lab!
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Download and print (with parent\s permission) at: www.dragonandgoat.com

Time for an UPGRADE!
If Magnet is a robotic canine Swiss Army knife, what TOOLS and GADGETS do you 
think he can turn his legs, ears, and tail into?

What do you think his 
FOTONIUM CORE ENGINE

 looks like?
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About

Originally from East Tennessee, Adam Fotos is a Chicago-based 
comics artist, and the creator of Dragon and Goat.  He began 
D&G as a daily comic strip over a decade ago at the University 
of Tennessee\s newspaper, The Daily Beacon. The comic ran for a 
year, f ive days a week, and then Dragon and Goat followed Adam 
to Shenzhen, China where they appeared in a full color weekly 
English language newspaper run by the Shenzhen Daily. 

The following year Dragon and Goat debuted in the University of 
Illinois Urbana-Champaign\s Daily Illini where it continued to run 
for four years.  Adam took a hiatus from D&G to begin the web-
comic Cloud Arcadia, while working on his f irst graphic novel The 
Panopticorn, about a small town farmer in Southern Illinois. In 
March of 2013, Adam\s moving comic work Shostakovich Under-
ground was featured in a performance at the Museum of Contem-
porary Art in Chicago. Fotos currently teaches comics and art at 
Chicago State University and the College of DuPage.
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H.

K.J.

Dragon and Goat
These books collect all the early Dragon and Goat strips from their ad-
ventures competing in the Beijing Olympics, stopping a Pscientology 
conspiracy, f inding Pi-Rat treasure, and going deep into the under-
world with BeelzeBob Spongepants. 

H.Cloud Kingdom: 
Level Up, 2009

Before Cloud Arcadia there was 
Cloud Kingdom,  the same great 
comic with a different nomi-
cker. 

Children’s Books: 
J. The Monkey Prince, 2007
K. The Alphabloog 
AlphabetBook, 2007

For more books by Adam Fotos visit: www.adamfotos.com/books

A. Pi-Rat Island, 2010

B. Snowball’s Chance, 2009

C. Goes to Washington, 2009

D. Journey East, 2009

E. An Utter Dimension, 2008

F. Into the Jelly, 2007

I.

I. The Panopticorn, 2012 
(a Graphic Novel)

Spanning 148 full color pages, THE PANOPTICORN tells the story of a corn farmer in  
Southern Illinois who discovers a new seed that may save his small farm or plot a sinister 
harvest of its own.

G . Cloud Arcadia: 
Infinite Lives, 
2012

A collection of webcomic strips from 
2010-2012 following  Jack B. Nimbus, 
an earthling who f inds himself in a 
skyward kingdom amidst a menagerie 
of characters from knock-off video 
games and moral-less folk tales.

G.




